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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 AUTHORITY AND REFERENCE
Hutton+Rostron Environmental Investigations Limited carried out an investigation of the timber hull of the yacht Peggy on 25-27 January 2016 in
accordance with instructions received on behalf of the Isle of Man Government by official order form no. 725223 dated 10 December 2015. Reference
was made to drawings supplied by the client for identification of structures. Reference was also made to an analytical report on corroded nails from
Peggy by David Watkinson of Cardiff University dated March 2010, a report by EURA Conservation Limited Peggy Report No. 3502 dated September
2010, a Conservation Management Plan for the Nautical Museum and the Peggy by Drury McPherson Partnership dated August 2014, and an
Analysis of Historic Paint Schemes by Paul Croft of University of Lincoln dated
December 2015

1.2 AIM
The aim of this investigation was to determine the condition of the timbers forming the hull of the yacht Peggy; so that advice may be given on
measures to allow the conservation of the maximum of historic material; using ‘reversible’ interventions where ever possible, and allowing its eventual
presentation as an exhibit in a refurbished ‘Nautical Museum’

1.3 LIMITATIONS
This survey was confined to the accessible structures. The condition of concealed timbers may be deduced from the general condition and moisture
content of the adjacent structure. Only exposure work can enable the condition of timber to be determined with certainty, and this destroys what it is
intended to preserve. Specialist investigative techniques are therefore employed as aids to the surveyor. No such technique can be 100 per cent
reliable, but their use allows deductions to be made about the most probable condition of materials at the time of examination. Structures were not
examined in detail except as described in this report, and no liability can be accepted for defects that may exist in other parts of the building or boat
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1 OBSERVATIONS
1

History and environment: The yacht Peggy was over 200 years old and consisted of an open clinker built timber hull secured with iron fixings.
This had been subject to repeated repairs. Notably having the gunwales raised in the early 19 th century and having been extensively repaired in
the middle of the 20th century. The boat had been sailed in the sea until the early 19th century but had been walled-up in a ‘dry dock’ on slipway
forming the cellar of a building now used as a ‘Nautical Museum’. Here it had been subject to intermittent partial flotation with sea water and
intermittent penetration of rainwater from above; as well as fluctuating high relative humidities for many years. The yacht had been recently
removed to an environmentally controlled storage unit for conservation. Where humidities were reported to have been maintained at a relatively
high level so as to minimise the risk of shrinkage to the timbers

2

Timber decay: The original keel had been extensively decayed by wet rot in the past and had been replaced with new timber in the middle of the
20th century. Although many of the timbers in the lower parts of the hull had moisture contents damp enough for decay to occur, only localised
decay by wet rot fungi and wood boring beetle (Anobium punctatum) was found at the time of survey. However, the majority of this decay
appeared to be inactive, although the poorly accessible ‘dead wood’ at the base of the foremast step and around the drains at the base of the
stern post may be continuing to decay. This may be due to high levels of sea salt within the timbers due to the storage conditions described at 1
above

3

Timber moisture content: The deep moisture content of the hull timbers was measured at the time of survey using a resistance based moisture
meter. This revealed that the upper hull was relatively dry with moisture readings at or below 20%, while the lower hull gave moisture readings
of over 30%. This would be damp enough for decay organisms to continue in the absence of high levels of sea salt. However, samples taken
for timber identification were analysed in the laboratory at H+R to determine their gravimetric moisture content. Although these samples may
have lost moisture in transit; this indicated that resistance based moisture readings may be higher than the actual gravimetric or moisture
content; presumably due to the high salt content of the timbers. This also indicated that timbers had a relatively high hygroscopic moisture
content bound to hygroscopic salts. Although some strakes and other timber elements may had become detached since the recent changes in
environment described in 1 above; there was no visible evidence of significant shrinkage at the time of survey this, and was reported to be due
to complete corrosion of the fixings

4

Corrosion of iron fixings: The hull timbers were secured with iron nails and other iron fittings and fixings. These had been heavily corroded due
to exposure to moisture and chloride salts, as described in previous specialist reports. The corrosion to the iron fixings had also resulted in
chemical decay to the cellulose of the adjacent timber, and expansion of the iron with corrosion had resulted in localised physical damage. This
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was likely to result in eventual failure of the fixings to secure the planks to the frames of the hull. These were likely to continue to corrode and to
result in localised chemical decay with timber moisture contents at and above ‘fibre saturation’, and relative
humidities above 75%
5

Paint finishes and coating: The hull timbers had been painted and re-painted on a number of occasions over the boat’s history as described at 1
above. In particular, the lower sections of the interior of the hull had been coated with layers of bitumen or bituminous paints, and the external
paint finishes were reported to have been extensively sanded and repainted in the middle of the 20 th century; as described in preivous specialist
reports. Existing paint finishes were failing locally in areas of previous patch repair; especially where iron fixings were corroding as described at
4 above. The relative impermeable existing paint finishes and bituminous coatings were also preventing drying of the timbers. This may
account for the relatively high resistance based moisture meter readings on the interiors of the hull, compared to the exteriors

6

Boathouse: The hull had been housed in the past in a masonry ‘dry dock’ or slipway structure beneath the building currently used as a ‘Nautical
Museum’ as described at 1 above. The timber elements forming the floor and other parts of the building above were found to be partially
decayed, and were actively decaying due to wet rot and wood boring beetle (Anobium punctatum) at the time of survey. The structure was also
subject to continuing water penetration and intermittent condensation providing conditions for further decay. This will have contributed to the
conditions resulting in decay to the boat timbers in the past, and will provide the conditions for further decay to the building and boat structures
unless adequate conservation and remedial measures are taken

2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
1

Conservation and presentation: It was reported that it is intended that the yacht Peggy should be conserved and presented in a controlled
museum environment, and will not be refurbished as a floating boat. The aim is therefore to retain the maximum of original historic fabric while
facilitating its sustainable conservation and historic interpretation as part of the ‘Nautical Museum’; rather than to repair and refurbish the yacht
as a working, floating boat

2

Timber treatment: No chemical timber treatments or insecticidal treatments are required. However, consideration may be given to the localised
or generalised ‘heat treatment’ of the hull, so as to kill any residual fungal infection or insect infestation within the timbers. This may be done by
raising the temperature of the timber to over 50o for at least 24 hours under controlled environmental conditions. H+R can advise further if
required

3

Drying: Consideration should be given to the controlled drying of the hull timbers to between, say 10 and 16% gravimetric moisture content; so
as to minimise the risk of further corrosion to iron fixings and chemical decay to timbers. This may result in shrinkage of timbers by up to
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approximately 2% on a ‘radial’ diameter. However, this may not be structurally significant given the clinker structure of the hull, and its intended
future as a museum artefact rather than a working boat. H+R can advise further if required
4

Monitoring: The environmental conditions and the condition of the hull should be carefully monitored; so as to allow control of the drying process
described at 3 above, and so as to facilitate its long term conservation. This may be done using radio telemetric electronic monitoring systems
and by photogrammetric and laser monitoring of dimensions. H+R can advise further if required

5

Fixings: Although consideration may be given to the general removal of the existing iron fixings, this is likely to result in significant loss of original
materials. In the
circumstances described at 1 above; consideration should therefore be given to providing reversible minimally invasive and minimally intrusive
support to existing hull timbers, independent of the original fixings; and to removing and conserving only those fixings found to be resulting in
significant damages, during monitoring as described at 4 above. This may be done by using fine stainless steel screw fixings into original, new,
or existing timber frames, and/or into transparent plastic frames as necessary, during drying and monitoring; as described at 3 and 4 above.
H+R can advise further if required

6

Paint finishes: Consideration should be given to carefully recording and removing all non-original paint finishes; so as to facilitate inspection,
conservation and drying as described above. Consideration should be given to retaining localised areas of representative paint finish for
historical reference, and to general re-painting with new highly breathable microporous paint systems, so as to match the original and aid in
historic interpretation, as described at 1 above. Consideration may be given to using original paint mixes for this purpose

7

Boathouse: The timber floors and other original elements of the ‘boathouse’ forming the existing ‘Nautical Museum’ should be inspected in detail
by H+R when full access is available; so as to determine their decay state and deep moisture content. Allowance should be made for its
conservation, repair and refurbishment so as to minimise the risk of further damp and decay affecting the historic structures and the museum
contents; as noted in previous specialist reports. H+R can advise further if required
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3 OBSERVATIONS

3.1 HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENT
1

Structure: The yacht Peggy had an open clinker built hull generally constructed of softwood planks and hardwood frames, reportedly around
1789, as described in previous expert reports. Timber elements had been originally secured with iron fixings and the hull had been subject to
previous works including the extension of the gunwales approximately 200 years ago, and previous patch repairs to damaged or decayed
timbers reportedly in the 20th century. This had included replacement of a decayed section of the original keel, the patch repair to planking and
the introduction of replacement or supplementary frame timbers. Some timber elements had been further damaged by decay and/or failure of
original fixings, and some timber elements had become detached from the hull at the time of the investigation; as shown on drawings at
Appendix A and photographs at Appendix B. The hull of the Peggy was reported to have been preserved for over 100 years by having been
‘walled-in’ to a slipway or dry dock which had provided physical protection and environmental ‘buffering’. However, it was reported that the hull
was found to have fallen onto its side in the first part of the 20th century, and had been later righted and repaired, as previously described. The
hull had been recently removed from the dry dock in a protective frame into its current storage; apparently without significant further structural
damage. However, there was concern that the change in environment, and consequential drying and/or accelerated decay, would result in
damage to the original timbers

2

Timber species: Samples were taken from representative hull timbers as shown on drawings at Appendix A. Thin sections of these samples
were inspected under the microscope in the laboratory at H+R; so as to determine the probable species of the timber, as shown in the table at
Appendix C. This confirmed that planks sampled were generally of European Redwood (Pinus sylvestris); that frames were generally of
European Oak (Quercus robur) or Elm (Ulmus atinia), and that some of the timbers of the keel were of Pitch Pine (Pinus taedia)

3

Exposure to sea water and salt: The hull had spent the majority of its life floating in sea water, and the lower section of the stern appeared to
have been subject to intermittent exposure to sea water during high tides while enclosed in the ‘dry dock’ or slipway over the last 100 years.
This would have resulted in saturation of the timbers at and below sea water level, and would have resulted in the accumulation of sodium
chloride which is the major component of sea salt within the timbers. This would have tended to inhabit fungal or insect decay. However, this is
a hygroscopic salt which will effloresce or deliquesce across partial vapour pressures equivalent to relative humidities of approximately 75% RH
at 20%. This may allow salts to migrate through the timbers, resulting in physical and/or chemical damage to vulnerable materials, such as
paints or iron fixings
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4

Exposure to fresh water: The hull had been exposed to fresh water in the past generally from rainwater landing on and within the hull; both when
a working yacht, and later when within the dry dock or slipway beneath the building now acting as the ‘Nautical Museum’. Liquid fresh water
ponding within the bilges of the hull and elsewhere would have penetrated into the timbers providing the conditions for decay; especially where
water had ponded at the base of the bilges along the keel and at the stern. It was probable that this exposure to fresh water was reduced since
the middle of the 20th century due to better inspection and management since that time. However, it was likely that liquid water would continue
to penetrate locally; providing conditions for localised decay

5

Exposure to relatively high and fluctuating humidities: The hull would have been subject to relatively high and fluctuating relative humidities
since original construction.
However, the relative humidity of the air within the ‘dry dock’ or slipway was likely to have been relatively stable after walling-up. Relative
humidity was likely to have fluctuated when this was eventually converted into an accessible museum space in the middle of the 20th century.
However, relative humidities are likely to have remained relatively high, providing conditions for damp, decay, corrosion and intermittent
condensation. This was the probable cause of insect infestation and decay to timbers used to repair the hull at that time

6

Boathouse and ‘dry dock’: The hull had been stored in a masonry ‘dry dock’ or slipway beneath a masonry and timber building used as ‘Nautical
Museum’. This was not inspected in detail at the time of survey. However, although this appeared to have acted as an effective ‘environmental
buffer’ allowing the remarkable preservation of the hull over many years; there was evidence of active infestation and decay to timber elements
forming the floor and other structures above, by wet rot fungi and wood boring beetle including (Anobium punctatum) . There was also evidence
that the structure was subject to intermittent water penetration, high relative humidities, and condensation. This would have provided the
conditions for infestation and decay to the hull timbers by wood boring beetle and wet rot fungi, as described at 3.2 below; and did not provide a
suitable environment for the long term preservation of the hull, as described in previous specialist reports. In particular, the dock in which the
hull had been kept was subject to intermittent water penetration from defective roof and surface drainage, and intermittent flooding by sea water
during high tides

7

Storage: The hull was being stored and conservation in an insulated and environmentally controlled steel framed industrial unit at the time of the
site visit, where it was protected from sources of liquid water, and from fluctuating relative humidities and temperatures. Relative humidity within
the storage and conservation area was measured at approximately 84.3% Rh at 11.9oC giving a dew point of approximately 9.4oC at the time of
survey. No evidence of condensation was found on inspection using a thermal camera and surface temperature were at around 11.9oC, as
shown on photographs at Appendix B. These conditions would resulting slow drying, and give an equilibrium moisture content for timbers stored
in this environment of approximately 18% as shown in the table at Appendix E
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3.2 TIMBER DECAY
1

Wet rot: The accessible timbers of the hull of the boat were inspected visually and by probing at the time of survey. This revealed only localised
areas of wet rot decay, as shown on drawings at Appendix A and photographs at Appendix B. This included what appeared to be decay by
fungi in the ‘brown rot’, ‘soft rot’ and ‘white rot’ groups. However, no active fungal decay or mycelium was found; although the deep moisture
content of affected timbers was locally damp enough for further decay to occur when measured with a resistance based moisture meter. This
may be due to the accumulation of sodium chloride and other hygroscopic salts, resulting in artificially high readings, as described at 3.3 below;
and/or inhibiting growth of decay fungi, as described at 3.1(3) above. The deadwood below the mast step, and the deadwood beneath the stern
post adjacent to the stern drains were soft on probing, and had resistance based moisture contents over 30% which was damp enough for
further decay to occur. These were poorly accessible for inspection, but had been very
vulnerable to the accumulation of liquid fresh water in the past, as described at 3.1(4) above. It was therefore possible that residual active
fungal decay was occurring locally within these timbers. Although wet rot decay did not generally appear to be structurally significant; the
localised decay of the keel timbers and in other areas had been structurally significant in the past, and may affect the adequacy of fixings and
joints locally; especially with shrinkage or drying

2

Wood boring beetle: Emergence holes of what appeared to be wood boring beetle (Anobium punctatum) were found affecting the sapwood band
of some timbers, as shown on drawings at Appendix A and photographs at Appendix B. However, these generally appeared to be old and
inactive, and no evidence of recent emergence or current activity was found on preliminary inspection. It was noted that the most severely
affected timbers appeared to be those installed during the repairs in the middle of the 20 th century, and not to be timbers that had not been
subject to long term emersion in sea water or the accumulation of sodium chloride. It was therefore probable that relatively high levels of
sodium chloride within the timbers had inhibited infestation and decay by wood boring beetle in the past; although the deep moisture content of
timbers when measured with a resistance based moisture meter might be high enough to allow continued infestation and decay to the sapwood
band of vulnerable timbers. It was therefore possible that the localised infestation and decay by wood boring beetle had occurred due to the
proximity of relatively fresh timbers with a relatively high sapwood content to infested timbers elsewhere within the building above the ‘dry dock’
since the middle of the 20th century, with a relatively constant and high relative humidity providing the conditions for further infestation and
decay. Generally insect decay did not appear to be structurally significant, as described at section 3.1(7) above

3

Chemical decay: There was evidence of localised chemical decay and erosion around corroded iron fixings in many areas of the hull, as
described in previous specialist reports. This was likely to have been caused by the accumulation of chloride irons and relatively low pH as a
result of iron corrosion, resulting in the localised chemical decay of the cellulose structure of affected timber. This would be exacerbated by the
presence of liquid water within the timber with fibre saturation at above 33%; and the deliquescence of the sodium chloride within the timber
which would generally occur at partial vapour pressures equivalent to relative humidities of over 75% RH at 20 oC. Although this localised
chemical decay may not be structurally significant in itself, it may affect the efficacy of the existing iron fixings; especially with shrinkage on
drying
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3.3 TIMBER MOISTURE CONTENT
1

Measurements with electronic resistance based moisture meter: The deep moisture content of representative timbers throughout the hull were
measured with a resistance based electronic moisture meter using a ‘hammer probe’. This gave relatively dry readings on the upper sections of
the hull compared to the lower sections, relatively dry readings on the exterior of the hull compared to the interior, and relatively high readings
towards the stern compared to the bow; as shown on drawings at Appendix A. This was consistent with the history of exposure of the hull
timbers to salt and fresh water, as described at section 3.1(3) and 3.1(4) above; and to the reported stripping of the external paint during
previous refurbishment reported to have occurred in the middle of the 20th century. Reading on the starboard side of the stern were also
relatively high. This may be due to the hull having lain on its side until it was righted during conservation and repairs in the midst of 20th
century. Although the deep moisture contents of many timbers appeared to be damp enough for decay to occur; these may have been
artificially elevated by the presence of the accumulation of hygroscopic salts within the timber

2

Gravimetric moisture content: The timber samples taken for species identification, as described at 3.2(1) above, were double bagged and
analysed in the laboratory at H+R to determine their moisture content following the geometric over drying methodology. These revealed
gravimetric, hygroscopic and available moisture contents as shown in the table at Appendix D. Generally these showed that the timbers
sampled were too dry for decay to occur at the time of survey, and that they were significantly drier than indicated by the resistance based
electronic moisture meter readings described at (1) above. In this context it should be noted that electronic and gravimetric moisture content
readings are often found to vary significantly due to the variability of concentrations of electrolytic and hygroscopic materials within timber.
These ‘moisture contents’ may therefore only be useful to compare the probable moisture content of timber elements in space or time, rather
than being considered as absolute measurements. It should also be noted that the gravimetric readings, as found lower than the expert
equilibrated moisture content. This suggests that the samples may have lost moisture in transit despite the double bagging of the samples.
However, it was probable that the actual gravimetric moisture content of timbers are below the electronic resistance based moisture content
readings

3.4 NON-TIMBER ELEMENTS
1

Corrosion of iron fixings: Original iron fixtures and fittings generally appeared to be of wrought iron. This generally corrodes to form lamina
layers perpendicular to the original forging. As a result, nail fixings would tend to latterly rather than longitudinally, and rivet heads and other
sections hammered flat would expand perpendicular to the original forging. In these circumstances, nail fixings are likely to cause only limited
damage to adjacent timber elements as they expand; although their ethicacy as fixings may be significantly compromised on shrinkage of the
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adjoining ‘crushed’ timber fibres with drying. However, corrosion to larger diameter bolts, straps or other fixings may result in more significant
structural movement and damage to adjacent timbers; so shown on photographs in Appendix B
2

Paint finishes and coatings: The hull timbers had been painted and re-painted on a number of occasions over the yacht’s history, as described
at 1 above. In particular, the lower sections of the interior of the hull had been coated with layers of bitumen or bituminous paints, and the
original paint finishes on the exterior of the hull were reported to have been extensively stripped back to timber and repainted in the middle of
the 20th century; as described in previous specialist reports. Existing paint finishes were failing locally; especially where iron fixings were
corroding as described at 1 above. However, this was of the areas subject to have previous failure and/or filling and re-painting The relative
impermeable existing paint finishes and bituminous coatings were also preventing drying of the timbers. This may account for the relatively high
resistance based moisture meter readings on the interiors of the hull, compared to the exteriors, as described at 3.3(1)

4 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 CONSERVATION AND PRESENTATION
1

Structure: The most important part of the yacht Peggy to be conserved and presented for future understanding and interpretation is presumed to
be the original timber hull structure. This appeared to be vulnerable to localised structural damage as described at section 3 above, and original
timbers appeared to be vulnerable to ‘springing’ in a number of areas as shown on Drawings at Appendix A and Photographs at Appendix B.
Consideration should therefore be given to the early provision of supplementary supports to the existing timber structure, and to detailed
recording and monitoring of structural movement

2

Supplementary structural support: Consideration should be given to providing additional supplementary structural support to the existing hull
timbers to allow conservation and long term presentation. This may be done by using fine stainless steel screw fixings through existing timbers;
so as to secure them into adjoining original timbers, into timbers installed on previous repairs, into new supplementary timber elements, and/or
into transparent plastic frame elements. Consideration should be given to using the most non-destructive and reversible fixing systems
available. Similarly, consideration should be given to minimising the visual impact of supplementary support and fixings. This may be done by
using transparent plastic elements and/or colour matching to the original paint systems as described at 4.4(2) below. H+R can advise further if
required

3

Structural monitoring: Consideration should be given to the early detailed recording of the existing structure, and to the long term monitoring of
movement in the hull structure during future conservation and presentation. In particular, the structure should be monitored for significant
movement during drying as described at 4.3 below. This may be done by undertaking detailed laser scanning and photogrammetric surveys;
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and by the long term photogrammetric and laser monitoring of the whole structure for movement. H+R can advise further if required.
Consideration should also be given to installation of strain gauges to representative vulnerable timber elements so as to facilitate a monitoring
process. This may be done in conjunction with installation of supplementary support and fixing as described at (2) above; for example by using
transparent perspex frames and polarised light. H+R can advise further if required
4 Environmental management: Consideration may be given to conserving the hull in a buffered ambient environment similar to that in previous
years. However, this is likely to provide conditions for further decay to timber elements, and corrosion to iron fixings; unless supplementary
remedial measures are taken as described at 4.2 below. The relatively high humidities at which the hull had equilibrated in the past are also
likely to be unsuitable for the presentation of other artefacts in a museum environment. Consideration should therefore be given to controlled
drying of the hull timbers as described at 4.3 below and the future conservation and presentation of the hull in a buffered environment of around,
say, 50 per cent RH at 20°C in accordance with current international museum best practice; or at least to an environment buffered at below 75
per cent RH at 20°C; so as to minimise the risk of further decay to timbers and corrosion to iron elements. Generally, internal environments in
conservation, storage and presentation areas should be controlled and/or ‘buffered’ so as to minimise fluctuations with heating, ventilation and
occupancy. H+R can advise further if required
5

Environmental monitoring: Environmental conditions in conservation, storage and presentation areas should be closely monitored and recorded;
so as to facilitate the management of the environment as described at (4) above, and the long term conservation of the hull. This may be done
using radio telemetric and electronic monitoring systems in conjunction with structural monitoring as described at (3) above. H+R can advise
further if required

4.2 TIMBER DECAY
1

Chemical remedial and preservative treatment: No chemical remedial or preservative timber treatments are required. Generally, the use of
chemical remedial or preservative treatments or the hull timbers is unlikely to be cost effective and may be
counterproductive. In particular, the introduction of chemicals to the timbers may result in accelerated damage to existing iron fixings and paint
finishes, and may also compromise the historical record represented by sea salt and other materials introduced to the hull timbers in the past

2

Insecticidal treatments: No chemical, insecticidal or preservative timber or treatments are required as described at 1 above. However,
consideration should be given to the use of electrical UV flying insect traps in conservation, and presentation areas; so as to trap and monitor
emerging adult wood boring beetles, and so as to catch other nuisance flying insects

3

Heat treatment: Consideration may be given to carrying out localised or generalised heat treatment of timbers vulnerable to further decay by
wood decaying fungi or wood boring beetle. This may be done by raising the temperature of the fabric to over 50°C for a period of, say, 24
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hours, while controlling the environment around the timbers to prevent fluctuations in moisture content. This may be done by using the method
offered by ‘Thermo Lignum’ (www.thermolignum.com) or other specialist providers. Alternatively, ‘heat treatment’ may be carried out in
conjunction with drying as described below. H+R can advise further if required
4

Desalination: Consideration may be given to poulticing or washing the hull timbers to remove chloride irons and other potentially damaging
materials; so as to minimise further chemical corrosion to timbers and other elements. However, this is likely to be only partially effective, and
may result in structural damage and accelerated corrosion, unless adequately managed. Removal of the accumulations of sea salt and other
materials within the hull timbers may also be considered to be compromising the historical record that these may represent. In the
circumstances, consideration may be given to localised trial testing of desalinisation, in conjunction with drying. H+R can advise further if
required

4.3 DRYING OF HULL TIMBERS
1

Structural movement with drying: Timbers may extend or shrink across the grain on the
‘radial’ diameter of the original timber up to approximately 1 per cent for each 3 per cent change in moisture content; although changes in
dimension of timber elements are often significantly less than this due to the orientation of the grain, timber species and other factors. Drying of
the hull timbers may therefore result in significant shrinkage which might result in gaps opening out between timber elements and even splits
forming within the individual timber elements; especially if changes in moisture content of over 6 per cent occur. In the circumstances described
at 3 above, the actual effects of shrinkage may be less significant because of the clinker lap of the boarding, and the pre-existing damage to the
timber around existing fixings. However, consideration should be given to careful control and monitoring of drying and any resultant structural
movement as described at 4.1(4) above

2

Effect of drying on existing fixings: Consideration should be given to drying existing hull timbers so as to reduce further corrosion to existing iron
fixings. However, the resultant shrinkage of the timbers is likely to significantly affect the adequacy of the partially corroded fixings to secure the
timbers; especially where the fibres of the timbers around the fixings have been crushed and/or chemically decayed. This may therefore result
in failure of existing fixings and significant structural movement as described at 4.1 above. Consideration should therefore be given to provision
of supplementary fixings before, during and after any drying process as described at 4.1 above

3

Accelerated drying: No supplementary heating, dehumidification or other accelerated drying measures are required to dry the hull timbers.
However, the environments of the conservation, storage and presentation areas should be carefully managed and monitored as described at 4.1
above, so as to control drying
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4

Drying to control timber decay: The risk of further decay to existing hull timbers may be prevented by drying timbers to below 20 per cent
moisture content to prevent further decay by wet rot fungi, and to below 16 per cent moisture content so as to minimise the risk of further
damage by wood boring beetles

5

Drying to minimise further chemical corrosion to timber elements: Consideration should be given to drying hull timbers to below about 14 per
cent moisture content, so as to reduce the risk of chloride irons and low PH resulting in further chemical decay

6

Drying of timbers to minimise further corrosion to iron fixings: Consideration may be given to drying hull timbers to below 17 per cent moisture
content, so as to minimise further corrosion to existing iron fixings in-situ, as recommended in previous specialist reports. However, this may
result in significant shrinkage of timbers

7

Monitoring: Consideration should be given to monitoring the moisture content of representative vulnerable timbers during drying, conservation
and presentation. This may be done by using electronic timber moisture content sensors in conjunction with environmental and structural
monitoring as described above. H+R can advise further if required

4.4 NON-TIMBER ELEMENTS
1

Existing iron fixings: Although consideration may be given to the general removal of the existing iron fixings, this is likely to result in significant
loss of original materials. In the circumstances described at 3.1 above; consideration should therefore be given to providing reversible minimally
invasive and minimally intrusive support to existing hull timbers, independent of the original fixings; and to removing and conserving only those
fixings found to be resulting in significant damage, during monitoring as described at 4.1 above. This may be done by using fine stainless steel
screw fixings into original existing or new timber frames, and/or into transparent plastic frames as necessary, during drying and monitoring; as
described at 4.1 above. H+R can advise further if required

2

Paint finishes: Consideration should be given to carefully recording and removing all non-original paint finishes; so as to facilitate inspection,
conservation and drying as described above. Consideration should be given to retaining localised areas of representative paint finish for
historical reference, and to general re-painting with new highly breathable microporous paint systems; so as to match the original and to aid in
historic interpretation, as described at 4.1 above. Consideration may be given to using original paint mixes for this purpose

© Copyright Hutton+Rostron, 2016
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F60

F62
F63

TS4 Pitch pine keel

TS3 Oak stem deadwood

TS2 Elm rib
European redwood, strake
TS5 number 5

F65
F61

F65

F32

TS6 Oak floor timber
STARBOARD

TS8 Pitch pine keel
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20%MC Spot readings of electronic deep moisture content

PORT
Split rib

Fractured rib

Wet rot decay affecting the stem
deadwood, below the forward
mast step, electronic moisture
meter readings of 30%

Fractured and partially
decayed floor timbers

Missing seat

Areas of old beetle damage
Upper strakes fractured due to
expanding iron corrosion

Fracture at the fixing point to
the later brast hook
X
X

F51

F59, F60
F47

F48

F46, F65

F62

F63

F37
F35

X

F49
F52

F42
F43

F54
F64
F50

Detached stringer

F36

F61
F44
F38,F39

F53

X F45

X

X

F40,F41

Partial fungal decay and old
beetle damage to the
starboard leg of the lower
grown breast hook

F29
F67

Loose gunwale
Fractured and partially decayed floor timbers

Area of decay by old common furniture
beetle to 3 no. later sawn ribs and thwart
horizontal knee

STARBOARD

Fractured rib

Rib detached from the hull due
to fixing failure
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Environmental Investigations Ltd

TS1 Location and number of timber sample
20%MC Spot readings of electronic deep moisture content

Iron fixing expanstion fracture to the
later strake, area of beetle infection

Loose section of gunwale strip

Missing rubbing strake

STARBOARD

Missing rubbing strake

F29
F21

Area of decay in the plank
rebate up to plank No.7,
numbered from the keel
F22
F31
F15

F23

F11

F27
F25
F1

F24

F28

F13

F2
F7

Partial decay at the lap between strakes 5 and 6
numbered from the keel

F9

Area of decay in the oak
lower stem and deadwood

F6

Timber movement and iron
corrosion in this area

Iron fixing expanstion fracture to the
later strake, area of old beetle
infection
Corrosion to the strake iron fixings causing splitting
along the nail line of strakes 7 and 8 numbered from the
keel

PORT

F20, F26

F16, F34

F12
F33

F14

F1
F10

Area of decay in the oak
lower stem and deadwood

F8

F3

F5
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Appendix B

Fig 1:
General starboard view of the hull from the stern
section
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Fig 2:
General starboard view of the hull from the
bow section
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Fig 3:
General port view of the hull from the stern
section
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Fig 4:
General port view of the hull from the bow
section
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Fig 5:
General view of the stern section, showing the extended
transom above the line marked in red
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Fig 6:
General view of the bow section, showing the extended
bulwark planks above the line marked in red
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Fig 7:
Lower starboard side, oak stern post, dead wood and
replacement pitch pine keel.
It is assumed that the sections are fastened with iron drift bolts
The flat iron circular inset ring was threw bolted to prevent
opening up of the mortice joints
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Fig 8:
Lower port side, oak stern post, dead wood and replacement
pitch pine keel.
It is assumed that the sections are
fastened with iron drift bolts
The flat iron circular inset ring was threw bolted to prevent
opening up of the mortice joints
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Fig 9:
General view of the oak stem,
starboard side
Old wet rot decay is present at the junction of the stem and
keel timber, as indicated
The stem post was iron banded
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Fig 10:
General view of the oak stem, port side
The stem foot section indicated looks like it has been added
at a latter date as a repair detail
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Close up photograph of the starboard

Fig 11:
stem plank ends, showing corrosion of
the fixings at the rebate line and splits
in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past

Fig 12:
Close up photograph of the port stem
plank ends, showing corrosion of the
fixings at the rebate line and splits in
the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past
Note the loose stem band as indicated
by the red arrow
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Close up photograph of the starboard

Fig 13:
lower stern plank ends, showing
corrosion of the fixings at the rebate
line and splits in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past

Fig 14:
Close up photograph of the port lower
stern plank ends, showing corrosion of
the fixings at the rebate line and splits
in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past
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Close up photograph of the starboard

Fig 15:
upper stern plank ends, showing
corrosion of the fixings to the original
transom line and splits in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past
An addition strake and transom has
been added at a later date above the
red line

Fig 16:
Close up photograph of the port upper
stern plank ends, showing corrosion of
the fixings to the original transom line
and splits in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had
sprung in the past
An addition strake and transom has
been added at a later date above the
red line
The transom outer knee (indicated
with the red arrow) had split due to
metal corrosion of the fixing and some
movement was noticed around this
area
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Fig 17:
Close up photograph of the port upper stern
plank ends, showing corrosion of the fixings
to the original transom line and splits in the
planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had sprung in
the past
Electronic moisture meter levels began to
increase in timbers located below the upper
rudder gudgeon
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Fig 18:
Close up photograph of the starboard upper
stern plank ends, showing corrosion of the
fixings to the original
transom line and splits in the planking
There was a mix of old and new fixings
indicating that the plank ends had sprung in
the past
Electronic moisture meter levels began to
increase in timbers located below the upper
rudder gudgeon

Fig 19:
Starboard upper transom, showing a
corroded plank fixing. The putty plug
and paint had been blown off by the
corrosion to the fixing
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Fig 20:
Port upper plank at the stern, showing
damage caused by a corroding metal fixing
strap to the original stern mooring bitt, on the
internal face of the
plank
Old common furniture beetle damage was
evident around this location

Fig 21:
Starboard upper plank at the stern, showing damage caused by a corroding metal fixing strap to the original stern
mooring bitt, on the internal face of the plank. Old common furniture beetle damage was evident around this
location.Corrosion of the rubbing strake fastening below is causing loss of paint and weakening the timber
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Fig 22:
Starboard original strake and rubbing stake
at the stern, showing iron corrosion to the
fixings and Ferric ox hydroxides staining the
paint finishes

Fig 23:
Typical iron corrosion and paint staining above the water line Electronic moisture meter readings above the
waterline to the exterior of the hull were 20-24 per cent
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Fig 24:
Typical iron corrosion and paint
staining below the water line
Electronic moisture meter readings below the
waterline to the exterior of the hull were 2535 per cent

Fig 25:
Planking below the waterline re -fixed
with copper screws
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Fig 26:
Close up photograph of old common furniture
beetle damage to the later upper strake at
the port side, stern quarter.
Electronic moisture meter readings in the
timber recorded 20 per cent

Fig 27:
Starboard mid section , plank 5 numbered
from the keel. Wet rot decay has affected
the strake at its overlap with strake 6
Electronic moisture meter readings in the
timber recorded 30 per cent
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Fig 28:
Starboard mid section , plank 5 numbered
from the keel. Wet rot decay has affected
the strake
at its overlap with strake 6
Electronic moisture meter readings in the
timber recorded 30 per cent

Fig 29:
Starboard gunwale separating from the later upper strake
due to fixing failure
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Fig 30:
Starboard side at the tightest curved in
the upper plank lines
The later upper gunwale strip was separating
as seen in Fig. 29 and sections of the
rubbing strake were missing. All due to
corroded and failed fixing at high tension
points

Fig 31:
Close up photograph of a failure point
to the starboard rubbing strake
The process of iron corrosion to the fixing, acidified wood
cellulose and paint staining causing failure of the timber
element can be seen
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Fig 32:
The stern end of the pitch pine keel A timber
sample was taken from this location for
gravimetric testing of the timber moisture
content. The results of the tests and cross
referencing with the electronic moisture
meter readings, will determine the effect of
salt contamination within the timbers tested

Fig 33:
Port side towards the stem at the tightest
curve in the upper planks
numbered 7 and 8 from the keel
Failure of the iron fixings and iron expansion
due to corrosion is causing splitting in the
strakes along the fixing line
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Fig 34:
The transom outer knee/frame
(indicated with the red arrows) had split due to metal corrosion and
expansion of the fixing.
Some movement in the timbers was observed around this area

Fig 35:
HULL INTERIOR
Later breast hook split in line with the
fixing point
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Fig 36:
The original grown lower breast hook was
partially decayed by wet rot in the starboard
leg, with evidence of old
common furniture beetle infestation
Electronic moisture meter readings recorded
30 per cent in the lower timber at this location

Fig 37:
The stem dead wood was partially decayed
by wet rot. Moisture meter readings
recorded 30-35 per cent. There was limited
access to the dead wood timber so it was
assumed that decay was present the full
length of this timber
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Fig 38:
Complete failure of the iron fixing to a
lower starboard original rib
See Fig.39 close up photgraph
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Fig 39:
Close up photograph of the original
hardwood rib underside (Fig.38)
The condition of the timber was good, having
been protected from the damp with the
internal tar covering.
The fixings seem to have failed from the
exterior face of the hull, indicated by decay to
the strake below the rib, see red arrow
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Fig 40:
Old Common Furniture beetle damage to the
central thwart horizontal grown
knee, starboard side
Beetle damage seemed to be inactive and
localized to the knee timber and later
introduced sawn ribs. There were no hanging
knee below the thwart, which may indicate
past decay problems

Fig 41:
Old Common Furniture beetle damage to the
central thwart horizontal grown
knee, starboard side
Beetle damage seemed to be inactive and
localized to the knee timber and later
introduced sawn ribs
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Fig 42:
General view of the hull interior looking
forward
Timber above the line of the arrows are
the later structure

Fig 43:
General view of the hull interior looking
towards the stern
Timber above the line of the arrows are
the later structure
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Fig 44:
Fracture to oak rib starboard side

Fig 45:
Common furniture beetle decay to later sawn rib starboard
side
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Fig 46:
Fracture caused by iron corrosion to the original
grown floor timber keel fastening

Fig 47:
Fracture caused by iron corrosion to
the floor timber fastenings to the keel
at the stern
The lower sections of the floor timbers
towards the stern showed signs of wet
rot decay around the limber holes and
original faces to the keel
Timber moisture meter readings were
at their highest towards the stern at 35
per cent
Note the new bolt fixing
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Fig 48:
The lower sections of the floor timbers
towards the stern showed signs of wet
rot decay around the limber holes and
original faces to the keel
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Fig 49:
Stern floor timber damaged
A section was missing to the starboard leg.
The position of the missing floor and rib
timbers can be seen by the discoloration on
the hull planking
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Fig 50:
The starboard original mooring bitt metal
strap, located on the original clamp line.
Fastenings at the rear of this bitt are
assumed to be corroded and causing
damage to the upper
strake, see external Fig.21
This is an area of old common furniture
beetle infection, located within the internal
concealed timbers of the later upper strake

Fig 51:
The port original mooring bitt metal strap,
located on the original clamp line. Fastenings
at the rear of this bitt are assumed to be
corroded and causing damage to the upper
strake,
see external Fig.20
This is an area of old common furniture
beetle infection, located within the internal
concealed timbers of the later upper strake
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Fig 52:
Corrosion to the iron fixing of the
internal upper transom frame
Assessment of the transom frame could not
be carried out due to the way it had been
enclosed by later softwood timbers.
Much of the later light boxing timbers were at
risk wood boring insect attack

Fig 53:
Typical stern strake iron fixing
corrosion and paint damage
Timbers at the stern below waterline were
typically at 35 per cent electronic meter
readings
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Fig 54:
Typical stern rib iron fixing corrosion and
paint damage

Fig 55:
The oak rudder complete with iron pintels
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Fig 56:
Spruce masts and boom with iron fixings

Fig 57:
Small iron cannon removed from Peggy
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Fig 58:
External photograph of the slipway and original storage area
of Peggy prior to the removal to an environmentally controlled
storage facility.
Electronic moisture meter readings of the floor timber above
Peggy’s original resting place were consistent with readings
taken on the vessel within the storage facility

Fig 59:
Location of timber sample No1 port rib
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Fig 60:
Location of timber sample No1 port rib

Fig 61:
Timber sample No.2 starboard sawn
rib numbered 12 from the stem
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Fig 62:
Timber sample No.3 stem deadwood
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Fig 63:
Timber sample No.4 new keel timber
A further timber sample was taken from the
stern end of the keel for gravimetric moisture
profiling (see external hull Fig.32), timber
sample 8

Fig 64:
Timber sample No.5 starboard strake
numbered 5 from the keel at the stern
section
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Fig 65:
Timber sample No.6, original grown
floor timber
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Fig 66:
Timber sample No.7, foremast
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Fig 67:
It was notice during the inspection that the
starboard rear stringer was only located in
place by tension against other timbers. All
iron fixings had failed No other stringers were
checked due to the possibility of damage to
the vessel
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Fig 68:
Thermographic image of hull in
storage/conservation area with internal
environmental conditions; at 84.3% RH at
11.9% giving a dew point of approximately
9.4°C at time of survey. Note no evidence of
condensation, and hull surface temperature
at round 11.9° C. This indicated a low level
of drying to the hull timbers under these
conditions
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Appendix C

Preliminary timber species identification report

Appendix C

TIMBER SPECIES EXAMINATION
The samples were examined visually with a x10 lens to determine their gross
characteristics. Thin sections were cut from each sample and examined microscopically.
The anatomical feature of each samples were compared with published information and,
where applicable, with reference timber samples. Due to time constraints the result of this
analysis is 70% to 90 per cent confident of the results shown below

TIMBER SPECIES

©

Sample reference

Common name

Botanical name

No. 1 Rib port side

Oak

Quercus spp

No. 2 Rib 12 starboard side

Elm

Ulmus spp

No.3 Plank

Oak

Quercus spp

No.4 Keel

Pitch pine

Pinus taeda group

No.5 Plank

European redwood

Pinus sylvestris group

No.6 Floor timber

Oak

Quercus spp

No.7 Foremast foot

European whitewood

Picea spp

No. 8 Lower stern post/keel

Pitch pine

Pinus taeda group

Copyright Hutton+Rostron, 2016

Appendix D

Table of material moisture contents

Appendix D

Samples of representative title were taken for specific identification. These samples were placed
in sealed containers and tested at the H+R laboratory in accordance with the procedure for
gravimetric measurement of moisture content using the oven drying methodology

Moisture content % w/w in Electronic moisture content
Sample Location laboratory
reading
on site %

Sample Number
TS1

Rib original

8.87

25%

TS2

Rib, sawn

13.25

24%

TS3

Keel, deadwood

13.55

30%

TS4

Keel, new

10.99

24%

TS5

Plank

12.53

24%

TS6

Floor timber

15.52

24%

TS7

Main mast foot

13.06

20%

TS8

Lower Stern Post

8.78

32%
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Appendix E

Appendix E
Relative
Humidity
%

Ambient Air Temperature - degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit
(Celsius rounded to nearest degree)

C:

-1

4

10

16

21

27

32

38

43

49

54

F:

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

5

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.0

10

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.5

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.0

15

3.7

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.5

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.0

2.9

20

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.5

4.4

4.3

4.2

3.0

3.9

3.7

25

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.4

5.4

5.3

5.1

5.0

4.9

4.7

4.5

30

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.2

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.8

5.6

5.4

5.2

35

7.1

7.1

7.1

7.0

6.9

6.8

6.7

6.5

6.3

6.1

5.9

40

7.9

7.9

7.9

7.8

7.7

7.6

7.4

7.2

7.0

6.8

6.6

45

8.7

8.7

8.7

8.6

8.5

8.3

8.1

7.9

7.7

7.5

7.2

50

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.4

9.2

9.1

8.9

8.7

8.4

8.2

7.9

55

10.4

10.4

10.3

10.2

10.1

9.9

9.7

9.5

9.2

8.9

8.7

60

11.3

11.3

11.2

11.1

11.0

10.8

10.5

10.3

10.0

9.7

9.4

65

12.4

12.3

12.3

12.1

12.0

11.7

11.5

11.2

11.0

10.6

10.3

70

13.5

13.5

13.4

13.3

13.1

12.9

12.6

12.3

12.0

11.7

11.3

75

14.9

14.9

14.8

14.6

14.4

14.2

13.9

13.6

13.2

12.9

12.5

80

16.5

16.5

16.4

16.2

16.0

15.7

15.4

15.1

14.7

14.4

14.0

85

18.5

18.5

18.4

18.2

17.9

17.7

17.3

17.0

16.6

16.2

15.8

90

21.0

21.0

20.9

20.7

20.5

20.2

19.8

19.5

19.1

18.6

18.2

95

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.1

23.9

23.6

23.3

22.9

22.4

22.0

21.5

98

26.9

26.9

26.9

26.8

26.6

26.3

26.0

25.6

25.2

24.7

24.2

Source: U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, Understanding Wood by R. Bruce Hoadley

